Despite recent progress on synthetic transcription factor generation in eukaryotes, there remains a need for high-activity bacterial versions of these systems. In synthetic biology applications, it is useful for transcription factors to have two key features: they should be orthogonal (influencing only their own targets, with minimal off-target effects), and programmable (able to be directed to a wide range of user-specified transcriptional start sites). The RNA polymerase of the bacteriophage T7 has a number of appealing properties for synthetic biological designs: it can produce high transcription rates; it is a compact, single-subunit polymerase that has been functionally expressed in a variety of organisms; and its viral origin reduces the connection between its activity and that of its host's transcriptional machinery. We have created a system where a T7 RNA polymerase is recruited to transcriptional start sites by DNA binding proteins, either directly or bridged through protein-protein interactions, yielding a modular and programmable system for strong transcriptional activation of multiple orthogonal synthetic transcription factor variants in Escherichia coli. To our knowledge this is the first exogenous, programmable activator system in bacteria.
INTRODUCTION
Synthetic biology represents on ongoing effort to treat biology as an engineering science. First the individual biological parts such as cells, proteins, and metabolites must be understood by thorough characterization and standardization. Then these parts can be interfaced with other parts to reconstitute natural biological networks and their behaviors, or to generate novel ones. Experience shows, however, that native biological parts often prove too complex for an engineer to characterize and standardize. Additionally, even if a part is well characterized in one system it is currently not possible to predict that it will operate identically in another context. Thus scientists and engineers often devise simpler parts and networks that capture the desired natural behaviors.
When creating a regulatory circuit for use in a synthetic biological design, it is helpful if the components (such as the transcription factors we will discuss here) have two properties. They should be orthogonal: able to act on their own targets without exerting off-target effects on the targets of other synthetic components. And they should be programmable: capable of being directed to a wide range of user-specified targets rather than restricted to a limited set of naturally-occurring ones. An orthogonal, programmable set of regulatory components (such as transcription factors) offers designers in synthetic biology the capacity to create complex circuits where multiple inputs and outputs are processed in the same cell without interfering with one another.
In the initial phase of synthetic biology's development, there was a significant shortage of useful biological components; this became known the 'parts/components problem' (1, 2) . At the level of the regulation of transcriptional initiation, only a handful of well-characterized promoter/transcription factor combinations were practical in bacteria and eukaryotes, and the same few components played central roles in many synthetic circuit designs. In 2012, the development of synthetic transcription factors (sTFs) in yeast (3) presented a path towards resolving the issue: the sTFs could be programmed to initiate transcription from any location definable by the DNA binding sequences of zinc finger arrays (ZFAs). This work was soon expanded with other programmable DNA binding proteins (DBPs), including transcription activator-like effectors (TALEs) and dCas9 (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) . There is now such a wide variety of parts based on sTFs that it is reasonable to conclude that eukaryotes no longer have a significant transcriptional parts problem.
A similarly wide range of synthetic transcriptional control options have not been developed for bacteria. This is at least partly due to the predominantly 'on by default' na-ture of transcription in bacteria: unlike in eukaryotes where transcription is generally off by default in the absence of RNAP recruitment by transcription factors, the bacterial RNAP holoenzyme recognizes its promoter without auxiliary transcription factors (11) . This results in a situation where promoters are most effectively controlled by blocking or otherwise inhibiting the polymerase using repressor proteins, but limited ability exists to activate transcription directly with transcription factors. The inducible repressors AraC, LacI and TetR (controlled with arabinose, isopropyl ␤-D-1-thiogalactopyranoside (IPTG) and anhydrotetracycline (ATc), respectively) are still the repressible promoter systems seen most frequently in the literature, and inducible transcriptional activation in bacteria is most commonly achieved by de-repression (12) .
Considerable effort has been directed to expanding the pool of orthogonal bacterial repressors through mutagenesis, bioinformatics-driven parts mining and directed evolution (13) . This can provide repressors that bind new inducers (14) (15) (16) (17) as well as bind new operator sites (18, 19) . This approach has been refined to the point that the design and construction of arbitrary logical operations in DNA can be automated (20) .
However, as successful as repressor-based transcriptional regulation has been, direct transcriptional activation offers an important alternative mode of regulation in synthetic biology, with the potential to simplify the design and implementation of synthetic circuits. The active recruitment of transcription factors could also allow synthetic systems in bacteria to explore the more complex and modular modes of activation characteristic of eukaryotic systems. Two main approaches exist for synthetic transcriptional activation in bacteria: bacterial one/two-hybrid type systems and phagebased systems.
Bacterial hybrid systems use minimal bacterial promoters and replace the UP element (which recruits the C-terminal domain of the RNA polymerase alpha or omega subunits) with the DNA binding motif of the desired DNA-binding domain. The C-terminal domain is then replaced with a DNA-binding domain matching the DNA binding motif. A two hybrid version associates the DNA-binding domain with the RNAP alpha subunit through protein-protein interactions. Thus, the bacterial RNAP is recruited to the minimal promoter with the help of a DNA-binding domain. This approach has been successfully used with zinc finger arrays, TALEs, dCas9 and others for transcriptional activation (21) (22) (23) (24) (25) (26) (27) . These systems also double as repressors when targeted to sterically block the RNAP binding at the promoter. Other successful non-hybrid approaches to activation use activating RNAs that de-repress RNAP elongation (28) and sigma factor-anti-sigma pairs (29, 30) . However, what limits the hybrid systems, with few exceptions, is their modest activity. Additionally, the use of the host RNAP in these systems makes it more challenging to produce large sets of orthogonal activators, and introduces potential interference between the host's native RNAP and the engineered hybrid system.
The second approach to bacterial activation consists of phage-based systems, employing proteins from bacteriophage viruses (especially RNA polymerases, but phagederived transcription factors like the lambda repressor can also be used as activators) (11) . RNA polymerases from bacteriophages transcribe so strongly that they form the basis of the majority of protein over-expressing bacterial cell lines. The most common phage RNAP system is the T7 RNAP, a single subunit RNAP that recognizes a single DNA motif between 17 and 22 bp long. The T7 RNA polymerase has appealing properties for synthetic biological applications: it can produce very high transcription rates (31, 32) useful for example in amplification steps or highgain feedback circuits (33) ; its compact single-unit nature makes it relatively easy to express; and it has been functionally expressed in a variety of contexts including both prokaryotes and eukaryotes (34) (35) (36) (37) .
Numerous successful efforts have been made to engineer the T7 RNAP to recognize different promoter sequences (38) (39) (40) (41) (42) as well as to generally enhance its activity (31, 32) . Further, T7 RNAP has been split to generate inducible (43, 44) and logic gated operations (45) (46) (47) . Combined, these efforts yield an impressive library of T7 RNAPs that can target orthogonal promoters with very high transcriptional activation. Furthermore, T7 RNAP can be made functional in eukaryotes, allowing it to act as a widely-applicable tool (34, 35) . However, the convenient single-subunit nature of the T7 RNAP also results in coupled binding and transcription initiation activities, preventing the relatively straightforward process of directing the polymerase to a specific start site by modifying the DNA binding behavior of a DNA-binding domain in isolation, as is possible in bacterial hybrid and eukaryotic systems. Whereas the same core polymerase can be fused or posttranslationally dimerized to a DBP to define its activity in other systems, phage RNAPs must be re-engineered specifically for each new DNA binding motif, currently a timeconsuming process.
Our goal in this work was to make the T7 RNAP programmable (like recruitment-based bacterial hybrid and eukaryotic systems), while retaining its strong transcriptional activity. Achieving this aim requires fusing a customizable DNA-binding domain to the T7 RNAP, either directly or through a protein-protein bridge. For programmability, this DNA-binding protein must be modifiable such that designers can select a wide range of DNA sequences as the binding target. To achieve the desired property of orthogonality, we require two system features: the activity of the T7 RNAP must depend strongly on its recruitment by the DNA-binding domain (preventing significant activity in the absence of the target DNA-binding sequence); and multiple DNA-binding domains must be sufficiently specific that they do not induce significant T7 RNAP recruitment on DNA sequences other than their own targets.
We have developed a solution to this design challenge, which we call the 'iiT7 system', where 'ii' stands for 'initiation impaired'. The system, to be described below, consists of a set of DNA-binding proteins (zinc finger arrays), fused or bridged to either wild-type or mutated T7 RNA polymerases, along with a truncated T7 promoter that displays recruitment-dependent activity when placed adjacent to the DNA-binding targets of the zinc finger arrays. The iiT7 system represents a programmable transcriptional activator in Escherichia coli, the first such system of which we are aware.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Cell culture
Escherichia coli strain DH5␣Z1 (Expressys, Germany) was used in prototyping measurements and strain MG1655Z1 (a gift from Jeff Hasty, UCSD) was used for final measurements using leucine zippers. Cells were grown in EZ Rich Defined Media (Teknova, USA) with antibiotics where appropriate; 50 ug/ml carbenicillin, 50 ug/ml kanamycin, 25 ug/ml Zeocin.
DNA parts and manipulation
The reporter plasmid pOEGFP (this lab) was modified to contain the ZFA binding sites upstream of the T7 promoter using restriction digest of annealed oligonucleotides (Eurofins Operon, USA) between the NheI and AvaI sites. 'Spacer' distances are from the end of the NheI scar to the beginning of the ZFA binding site. The plasmid pSB3K3 (BioBricks, iGEM.org) was used to express T7 (BBa I202079), ZFA-T7 and Leucine Zipper (LZ)-T7 constructs from a Lac inducible promoter (BBa J04500) cloned in through the BioBrick standard assembly. Any further modifications to any plasmids were done with site directed mutagenesis (Q5 Site-Directed Mutagenesis Kit, NEB) or Gibson Assembly (Gibson Assembly ® Cloning Kit and NEBuilder® HiFi DNA Assembly Master Mix, NEB). The plasmid pADCR4 (a gift from Jeff Hasty (48), UCSD) was used to express ZFA-LZ. ZFAs were provided by Keith Joung (Harvard) and Marcus Noyes (NYU), and variants were ordered as gBlocks (IDT, USA). Leucine zippers were ordered as gBlocks (IDT, USA) and derived from An3.5, Bn3 and Bn3.5 (49) due to their well characterized binding affinities and tunability. All inserts into plasmids were confirmed by DNA sequencing (TCAG, Toronto and Eurofins Operon, USA) prior to measurement. Sequences and descriptions can be found in the Supplementary Information.
Cell transformation and measurement
Escherichia coli cells were made chemically competent with standard procedures. Cells were transformed with a bulk heat shock method in a 96 well round bottomed plate (29, 50) . Briefly, 50 l of chemically competent E. coli were incubated with 1 l of 5 ng/l per plasmid on ice for 30 min. Cells were then heat shocked at 44
• C for 45 s and returned to ice for 2 min. 100l of room temperature SOC was added per well, covered with a breathable membrane (VWR 60941-086) and the plate was incubated at 37
• C for 2 h at 900 revolutions per minute (rpm). A 2 ml deep 96 well plate (VWR 89237-526) with a 6 mm borosilicate bead per well was prepared with 400 l of EZ Rich Defined Media (Teknova M2105) per well as described and 30 l of culture was added to each respective well to incubate overnight at 37
• C at 600 rpm with appropriate antibiotics. Overnight cultures were diluted 1/50 into a new 2 ml deep 96 well plate containing 600 l EZ Rich Defined Media per well and incubated for up to 7 hrs with appropriate antibiotics. Starting at 2 h, 100 l aliquots were measured hourly in a black 96 well plate (Thermo 152036) in a Tecan M1000 Pro plate reader. Settings were as follows: 4 s of horizontal shaking; absorbance 600 nm, 4 s horizontal shaking, fluorescence (excitation = 485 nm, emission = 525 nm).
Data analysis
Data analysis was performed in Microsoft Excel. Fluorescence was normalized with the following formula ((Fsample -Fmedia)/(ODsample -ODmedia)) -((FcontrolFmedia)/(ODcontrol -ODmedia)). Errors bars are one standard deviation of three independently cultured samples. P-values for statistical significance were not calculated as only large effects were of interest in this investigation. Figures were generated from time points in which cell were in exponential growth (usually 3 or 4 h). Fluorescence Relative to WT T7 was calculated by dividing each well by the well containing T7 on its own pt7 promoter (this promoter is often denoted P T7 or pT7, but here we will use the convention that all DNA sequences, including promoters, are entirely in lower case, to distinguish them from the all-upper-case protein constructs). 'Fold activity' was calculated by dividing each T7 or ZFA variant's fluorescence output by the fluorescence output of wild-type T7 RNA polymerase (WT T7 RNAP) on the promoter corresponding to the same T7 or ZFA variant. This normalizes each T7 or ZFA variant to WT T7 RNAP on the modified promoter, providing the fold activity that the variant offers over WT T7 RNAP alone. This is a measure of the performance of the recruitmentbased iiT7 system versus WT T7 RNAP, and uses the WT T7 RNAP as a proxy for off-target T7 constructs that would be present in a system containing multiple promoters.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The initial version of the iiT7 system is shown schematically in Figure 1A : a zinc finger array (ZFA) is fused by a linker to the T7 RNA polymerase. Transcription is initiated by recruitment of the ZFA-T7 RNAP complex to the vicinity of a truncated T7 promoter, d1 ( Figure 1B ). The top DNA sequence represents the WT T7 promoter whereas the bottom d2 promoter represents additional deletion of the 'specificity loop' binding region. Later, we replace the direct linker with a protein-protein interaction 'bridge' (Figure 3A) . Selection and testing of each element of the system will be discussed below. Table 1 offers a list of the labels we have used for the key protein constructs and promoters that appear below.
Selection of DNA binding domains
To achieve recruitment at user-specified DNA sequences, our system requires a set of DNA binding domains that allow targeting to arbitrary DNA sequences. These domains must be able to fuse to the T7 RNAP while maintaining their own activity and not disrupting the T7 RNAP's activity. Zinc fingers (ZFs) are a family of DNA binding proteins that are promising candidates: they are relatively small, with a simple structure that reduces the chances of misfolding or aggregation; they have been successfully employed in the design of eukaryotic synthetic transcription factors (3) and in bacterial hybrid screens in E. coli; and they can be designed to bind almost any DNA sequence. TALEs and CRISPRCas9 were also considered, but both are significantly larger The promoter sequences of the wild-type T7 promoter (pt7), and two truncated versions of the promoter (d1 and d2). (C) Schematics of several promoters used for testing: p8zfa2-t7 incorporates 8 copies of the zfa2 binding sequence, each spaced 10 bp apart, followed by the wild-type pt7 promoter sequence; p8zfa2-d1 replaces the pt7 sequence with the truncated d1 sequence; and p1zfa2-d1 uses only a single copy of the zfa2 binding sequence before d1. (D) Expression from promoters pt7, p8zfa2-d1, and p8zfa2-d2, in the presence of the wild-type T7 RNAP (T7), the fusion ZFA2-T7 (WT T7 RNAP fused to ZFA2), and the fusion ZFA2NULL-T7 (WT T7 RNAP fused to a non-DNA-binding mutant of ZFA2). Values are normalized to WT T7 activity on its native pt7 promoter. [Error bars represent one standard deviation for an n of 3]. (E) Expression of a set of T7 RNAP mutants (labels described in the text) from promoters pt7 and p8zfa2-d1, normalized to WT T7 on pt7. Each mutant's normalized activity is shown on both promoters, when expressed on its own (e.g. T7(PQ)) and when fused to a zinc finger array (e.g. ZFA2-T7(PQ)). The T7-HEP mutant shows nearly wild-type activity on the p8zfa2-d1 promoter when recruited by in the ZFA2-T7(HEP) construct. [Error bars represent one standard deviation for an n of 3]. Table 1 . A list of labels used for the protein and DNA constructs examined here. Proteins and protein fusions are given labels entirely in upper-case letters (ZFA1, ZFA2-LZ2A, etc.) DNA sequences, including promoters, are labeled entirely in lower-case letters (d1, zfa2, etc.) All promoter sequences begin with the letter 'p' (p8zfa2-t7, etc.)
Label
Type Description and more complex, so at this stage we have focused on zinc fingers. The best studied ZFs are the members of the C2H2 fold group which bind to both strands of DNA through their alpha helical region and can be fused into zinc finger arrays (ZFAs) to bind longer and more specific target sequences. Large libraries of arrays have been developed using methods such as modular assembly (51), OPEN (52) and CoDA (53) , and can be searched through ZiFit (54, 55) . The ZFA sTF 43-8, a three fingered ZFA (henceforth denoted ZFA1; all our protein and protein fusion names will use only upper-case letters) was selected based on its high specificity as described in Khalil et al. (3) . Additionally, a hybrid ZFA (denoted ZFA2) was constructed using the DNA binding helix from 43-8 and the backbone of the canonical ZFA Zif268 (56) . While beta-hairpin backbones do differ between zinc fingers, the placement of the critical C2H2 residues are highly conserved. DNA-binding alpha helices can be grafted on to different ZF beta-hairpin backbones and still retain function (57, 58) .
Both ZFA1 and ZFA2 repressed expression approximately 4-to 5-fold in a repression assay where a tetracycline inducible promoter was modified by replacing the TetO elements with ZFA DNA binding motifs (Supplementary Figure S1 ). 'Null' variants of the zinc finger arrays (ZFA1NULL and ZFA2NULL) were produced by changing the DNA-binding amino acids in each finger of the ZFAs to alanine, abolishing the ZFAs DNA-binding activity as shown by the same repression assay (Supplementary Figure S1) .
We next fused each of ZFA1 and ZFA2 to the T7 RNAP, resulting in two protein constructs: ZFA1-T7 and ZFA2-T7. The result is shown schematically in Figure  1A : a DNA-binding domain (ZFA, in this case ZFA1 or ZFA2) is fused by a peptide linker (here GS(GGGS) 2 , or GSGGGSGGGS) to the T7 RNA polymerase. Repeating the repression assay while expressing ZFA1-T7 and ZFA2-T7 showed that the fusion to the T7 RNAP did not affect the ability of the ZFAs to bind (Supplementary Figure S1) . The activity of the ZFA1-T7 and ZFA2-T7 constructs on the wild-type pt7 promoter was comparable to the activity of the wild-type T7 RNAP on the same pt7 promoter (Supplementary Figure S2 ). In some cases the fusions showed slightly higher activity (20-40% higher) than the wild-type T7 RNAP on its own, indicating some unknown interaction between the ZFAs and the T7 RNAP.
Construction of the iiT7 prototype
To recruit the ZFA-T7 constructs to the vicinity of a transcriptional start site, we began by augmenting the wild-type pt7 promoter with upstream sequences matching the shared DNA-binding target sequence of ZFA1 and ZFA2 (which have common DNA-binding helices and differ only in their backbones). We placed eight copies of their DNA-binding target sequence (denoted zfa2; all DNA sequences, including promoters, will have names that are entirely in lower case) upstream of the pt7 promoter, with each zfa2 sequence separated by a 10 base-pair spacer. The spacer sequence was randomly generated, but checked for interference with other sequences in the other promoters or genes present in the system. This promoter is denoted p8zfa2-t7: eight copies of the DNA binding domain target site (zfa2), followed by the full pt7 promoter sequence, as shown in Figure 1C . Measuring GFP fluorescence from this promoter failed to show any enhanced activity by the ZFA{1,2}-T7 constructs from the p8zfa2-t7 promoter: instead, activity was similar to that obtained from the wild-type pt7 promoter (Supplementary Figure S2) . We speculated that this was a saturation effect, wherein the expression from just the pt7 promoter was already so strong that it was not possible to increase it further through recruitment by the fused ZFAs.
We then explored making use of truncated versions of the pt7 promoter sequence, seeking variants that would continue to support transcriptional initiation by the T7 RNAP, while being sufficiently weakened to allow for increased activity in the presence of recruitment by the ZFAs. The fact that DNA binding is mechanistically distinct from promoter melting (59) (though WT T7 RNAP interactions require the free energy of binding for promoter melting (60)) suggests that it should be possible to alter the promoter region to reduce the T7 RNAP's binding affinity while still retaining its ability to initiate transcription. Ideally, the ZFA should replace the binding function of the T7 RNAP's AT loop, while being structurally dissociated enough through the linker that it does not hinder promoter clearance. Thus, in the truncated promoter sequence we denote 'd1', bases -17 to -13 were deleted from the wild-type pt7 sequence, removing the DNA motif that binds the T7 RNAP AT loop as well as the 5 A specificity base ( Figure 1B) , which is expected to dramatically reduce WT T7 RNAP activity (61) . A second, more severe truncation we denote 'd2' further removed bases -13 to -8, containing the entire specificity loop ( Figure 1B ). These truncated T7 promoter sequences were again combined with eight repeats of the zfa2 binding target sequences to create two new promoters, p8zfa2-d1 and p8zfa2-d2 (eight copies of the DNA-binding domain target sequence, followed by the d1 or d2 truncations of the pt7 promoter sequence); see Figure 1C .
Our initial testing of the d1 and d2 truncated promoter variants used a two plasmid system, with one plasmid expressing the ZFA2-T7 construct from the lactose inducible promoter BBa J04500 while the reporter plasmid incorporated the p8zfa2-d1 or p8zfa2-d2 promoter expressing EGFP. The output of this system was normalized to the level of fluorescence (as a proxy for transcriptional activity) obtained by wild-type T7 RNAP acting on its own promoter in a second two-plasmid system expressing WT T7 RNAP from the same promoter and same plasmid backbone as the ZFA2-T7 construct, with a reporter plasmid expressing EGFP from the wild-type pt7 promoter. This 'T7-normalized activity' allowed us to measure how much transcriptional activity was being achieved through recruitment, compared to what the natural T7 system produced.
The complete iiT7 system consists of two key elements: the promoter (incorporating the ZFA target binding sequence as well as a truncated portion of the wild-type pt7 promoter); and a protein construct (consisting of a zinc finger array fused to the T7 RNAP). Figure 1D shows the result of measuring T7-normalized activity of the expression from three promoters (pt7, p8zfa2-d1, and p8zfa2-d2), in the presence of three protein constructs (wild-type T7 Nucleic Acids Research, 2018, Vol. 46, No. 18 9847 RNAP (T7), ZFA2-T7, and ZFA2NULL-T7, in which the DNA-binding ability of ZFA2 has been disrupted as described above). The wild-type T7 RNAP's output from its wild-type promoter pt7 has, by definition, a T7-normalized activity of 1. WT T7 RNAP displays barely measurable activity on the p8zfa2-d1 promoter, and no activity above background on the p8zfa2-d2 promoter.
The ZFA2-T7 construct showed a T7-normalized activity of 1.4 on the wild-type pt7 promoter ( Figure 1D) , indicating a slight enhancement effect for the fusion construct when compared to the WT T7 RNAP, in the absence of any recruitment elements in the promoter. (We have not investigated the nature of this enhancement, though the T7-normalized activity of 1.2 shown by ZFA2NULL-T7 on the pt7 promoter suggests that the effect is not specifically related to the DNA-binding function of the ZFA.) Successful recruited activity is illustrated by the 0.8 T7-normalized activity of ZFA2-T7 on p8zfa2-d1 whereas the WT T7 RNAP shows near-zero activity from this same promoter, as does the nonbinding ZFA2NULL-T7 construct.
The p8zfa2-d2 promoter variant showed no transcriptional activity ( Figure 1D ) in the presence of any of the protein constructs, and no subsequent efforts were able to induce measurable expression from this more severe truncation of the pt7 promoter sequence. We therefore discontinued investigation of the d2 truncation variant, and all subsequent testing and optimization of the iiT7 system concentrated entirely on variants using the d1 truncation. The failure of this d2 truncation means that we were not able to achieve a version of the iiT7 system in which transcriptional initiation would be triggered entirely through recruitment to the DNA-binding target sites, without even a truncated pt7 promoter sequence; such a version may yet be possible, but would likely require extensive modification of the T7 RNAP itself. Our screens of T7 RNAP mutants (described in the next section) did not uncover any ability to initiate transcription from promoters based on the d2 truncation.
Optimizing the iiT7 system's activity
In an effort to increase the level of recruited activity seen with ZFA2-T7 acting on p8zfa2-d1, we screened a number of T7 RNA polymerase mutants that affected DNA binding in the specificity loop (N748, R756, and Q758) (39, 40, 62) , two involved in the progression to elongation (P266L, K172L) (63) and two that were common variants in a screen for alternate promoter specificity (H772R, E775V) (41) . Since each of the mutations is of a different amino acid, we will refer to T7 RNAP mutants using one or more parenthetical letters to indicate which of the above-listed mutations has been applied: T7(P) refers to WT T7 RNAP with the P266L mutation; T7(HEP) refers to WT T7 RNAP with the H772R, E775V, and P266L mutations; and so on. Figure 1E shows the result of testing a range of ZFA-mutant T7 RNAP protein constructs for activity on both the pt7 promoter and the p8zfa2-d1 promoter. Each T7 RNAP mutant was tested on its own as well as fused (with linker GS(GGGS) 2 ) to the ZFA2 DNA-binding domain (yielding constructs like ZFA2-T7(P), and so on). A wide range of T7-normalized activities was obtained from the mutants and their fusion constructs, on both promoters, but of particular note is the behaviour of the T7(HEP) mutant (righthand set of bars in Figure 1E ). Without a fused ZFA domain, T7(HEP) shows wild-type activity on pt7, and near zero activity on p8zfa2-d1. The ZFA2-T7(HEP) construct continues to show wild-type activity on pt7, but now also shows close to wild-type activity (T7-normalized activity of 0.95) from p8zfa2-d1, demonstrating that a recruited mutant T7 RNAP can initiate transcription from the truncated d1 sequence nearly as strongly as WT T7 RNAP does from the wild-type, non-truncated pt7 promoter sequence.
In an effort to simplify the design, we investigated the effect of varying the number of zfa2 binding sites upstream of the d1 sequence: we created promoters with one and two copies of the zfa2 sequence, called p1zfa2-d1 and p2zfa2-d1, respectively. Surprisingly, having fewer ZFA binding sequences does not reduce the recruited activity levels ( Figure  2A) shown by the fusion ZFA2-T7(HEP). This simplification came at the cost of somewhat increased background expression (from p1zfa2-d1 in the absence of any T7 RNAP or fusion construct; see Supplementary Figure S3 ), but the greatly reduced complexity of the design was a compelling reason to select the single-zfa2 site version of the promoter (p1zfa2-d1) as the default for further development of the iiT7 system.
We investigated the effect of varying both the number of bases in the spacer sequence and the length of the linker used to fuse ZFA2 to the wild-type T7 RNAP. (Complete spacer/linker tests with the ZFA2-T7(HEP) fusions were not conducted, but partial tests with this mutant showed very a very similar pattern to that seen in Figure 2B ; see Supplementary Figure S12.) Figure 2B shows the result of varying the spacer length from 4 to 20 bases (as before, the spacer sequences are randomly chosen but subject to disqualification based on interference with other sequences in the system), measuring output from varying-spacer-length versions of the promoter p8zfa2-d1. Three different protein fusions were created, with linkers GS(GGGS) (Linker 1), GS(GGGS) 2 (Linker 2), and GS(GGGS) 3 (Linker 3) connecting the ZFA2 domain to WT T7 RNAP. The results suggest that spacer length has a strong influence on T7-normalized transcriptional activity, with the strongest outputs observed for spacers in the 8-10 bp range. All three linkers showed the same pattern as a function of spacer length, with relatively small differences between the linkers. On the basis of these results, we decided to fix a spacer length of 10 bases in our promoters and to employ Linker 2 (GS(GGGS) 2 ) in our fusions, as the basis for further development of the design.
Orthogonality testing with additional ZFAs
The desired property of orthogonality means that we must be able to direct the iiT7 system to multiple user-defined targets, with different variants having minimal off-target effects. We tested the orthogonality of the iiT7 system by creating a set of new zinc finger arrays as the DNA-binding domains: 54.8 (3) (ZFA3), Zif268 (56) (ZFA4), and 46698 (64) (ZFA5). Applying the notation established above, each of these has its own target DNA binding sequence (zfa3, zfa4, and zfa5), and its own corresponding promoter (p1zfa3-d1, p1zfa4-d1 and p1zfa5-d1). For orthogonality, we would ideally have the fusions ZFA2-T7(HEP) through ZFA5-T7(HEP) showing high activity from their corresponding promoters, while showing little activity on off-target promoters (those not incorporating matching DNA binding sites). In a synthetic regulatory circuit we would have multiple protein constructs and multiple promoters present simultaneously, so it is important to measure the level of transcriptional activity induced by an unrecruited T7 RNA polymerase (e.g. in a system that included the p1zfa2-d1 promoter, the ZFA3-T7(HEP) construct could still induce some level of nonspecific activity from the zfa2-based promoter.) We will use the term 'fold activity' to denote ratio of a candidate ZFA-T7 construct's observed fluorescence (with baselines removed as described in the Methods section) to the fluorescence output from that same promoter in the presence of the wild-type T7 RNAP. Fold activity provides a ratio of recruited to unrecruited activity, in both ontarget and off-target cases, and uses the WT T7 RNAP as a proxy for the effect of a generic off-target construct on a given promoter. Figure 2C shows the results (expressed as fold activities) of testing each of the protein fusions ZFA2-T7(HEP), ZFA3-T7(HEP) and ZFA4-T7(HEP) against their own cognate promoters (p1zfa2-d1, p1zfa3-d1, and p1zfa4-d1) and against the promoters matching the other constructs. (Note that ZFA1 and ZFA2 have the same DNA binding target sequence, but the ZFA1-T7(HEP) construct failed to show good on-target activity on p1zfa2-d1 and we thus excluded it from the initial set of ZFAs; see Supplementary Figure  S4 ). The 3 × 3 array in Figure 2C shows moderate orthogonality, with on-target fold activities ranging from 1.5 to 7.3, but with off-target activations of 1.2 and 1.3 too similar to the lowest on-target activation of 1.5. While the ZFA1-T7(HEP) construct did not activate successfully, a test of ZFA1-T7 (a fusion to the wild-type T7 RNAP), shown as a separate column in Figure 2C , produced improved results: an on-target fold activity of 2.9, with significantly lower offtarget activations than those produced by ZFA2-T7(HEP). These initial results suggested that the system had the potential to generate orthogonal sets of transcription factors, but that it would require further development to improve both on-target and off-target performance.
Improved activity with leucine zippers
Searching for additional zinc finger arrays revealed that at least one of the candidate ZFAs (ZFA5) showed very strong binding to its target sites (through a repression assay, see Supplementary Figure S6 ) but failed to show significant re- cruited activation. We speculated that this was a result of 'tethering,' whereby the fused ZFA-T7 construct failed to escape the promoter after transcriptional initiation, because it was being physically constrained by the strong binding of the ZFA's DNA binding domain. This hypothesis gained support when we produced a new (and improved) iiT7 system variant in which the bridge between the ZFAs and the T7 RNAP consisted of pairs of leucine zipper (LZ) domains, with protein-protein interactions that are intended to be less strong than the ZFA-DNA binding interactions (see Figure 3A) . Leucine zippers (LZs) are small, coiled coil domains that in their simplest form are a pair of alpha helices. They associate naturally through hydrophobic core interactions that form primarily homodimers (or at least do not preferentially heterodimerize). However, recent efforts have generated a number of heterodimerizing LZs by mutating key hydrophobic residues into complementary charged residues between LZ pairs (49, 65, 66) . Electrostatics between two charged LZs generate a strong attraction for the complementary charged partner, resulting in a strong preference for heterodimers (67) . These LZs exist as small libraries with characterized binding constants spanning two orders of magnitude, providing the necessary tuning information, and have been used to assemble protein sensors and actuators (68, 69) . We selected the LZ pairs A N 3 /B N 3 (we will label them LZ1A/LZ1B), A N 3.5 and B N 3.5 (LZ2A/LZ2B), and A N 4 /B N 4 (LZ3A/LZ3B) (the superscripts refer to lengths of the domains, expressed as numbers of heptad repeats) (49) . We will show results from all three of these pairs, but the intermediate-length leucine zipper pair LZ2A and LZ2B was selected for initial testing of the use of protein-protein interaction domains in the iiT7 system (this also represents the first instance of their in vivo use as far as we are aware). The LZ2A domain was fused to the C terminus of ZFA1, producing the construct ZFA1-LZ2A. A complementary fusion construct, LZ2B-T7(HEP), was generated by fusing the LZ2B domain to the N terminus of the T7(HEP) mutant RNA polymerase. Tests of the LZ2B-T7(HEP) construct had high on-target levels of activation, but the off-target activation was also found to be unacceptably high (see Supplementary Figure S9 ). Replacing the mutated T7(HEP) RNAP with the wild-type T7 RNAP, yielding the construct LZ2B-T7, reduced the offtarget activity to reasonable levels (to be discussed below). The cause of this context-specific change in the behaviour of the T7(HEP) mutant compared to WT T7 is not currently understood. We chose to adopt the best-performing available version of the polymerase in this revised context, which turned out to be the wild-type T7 RNAP, and used that for further development of the iiT7 system. The new construct ZFA1-LZ2A was expressed from the plasmid pADCR4 under the control of the ptet promoter (usually rendered as Ptet or P tet , but exclusively lower-case will continue to be used for DNA sequences). Figure 3B shows tests and controls of the new system, with fusion and LZ-bridged constructs expressed in the presence of the promoter p1zfa1-d1. The direct fusion construct ZFA1-T7 shows recruited activation, as before, but the bridged combination of constructs ZFA1-LZ2A + LZ2B-T7 shows significantly higher fold activity than the original fused version. The construct LZ2B-T7 on its own (without the matching ZFA1-L2A construct) has a fold activity of 1, indicating wild-type levels of activity in the absence of the recruiting element. A spontaneous mutation in LZ2B-T7 disrupted LZ2A-LZ2B binding, and confirmed that this binding was required for specific recruited activity (Supplementary Figure S7) . For reasons not currently understood, expressing WT T7 RNAP in the presence of the ZFA1-LZ2A construct (T7 + ZFA1-LZ2A) shows a fold activity well above 1. Figure 3C and D provide a side-by-side comparison between the direct-fusion ( Figure 3C ) and leucine zipper bridged ( Figure 3D ) orthogonality plots for a set of three ZFAs and their corresponding promoters. Figure 3C shows the results of testing constructs ZFA1-T7, ZFA3-T7 and ZFA5-T7 against the set of promoters p1zfa1-d1, p1zfa3-d1 and p1zfa5-d1, yielding an orthogonality plot with moderate on-target fold activities (from 1.7 to 2.5), and an average off-target fold activity of 0.6 (ranging from 0.4 to 0.9). The leucine-zipper equivalents of these direct-fusion constructs are the following pairs of constructs: ZFA1-LZ2A + LZ2B-T7; ZFA3-LZ2A + LZ2B-T7 and ZFA5-LZ2A + LZ2B-T7 (note that only the ZFA constructs vary, the LZ2B-T7 construct is common to all pairs). Each of these pairs of constructs were co-expressed in the presence of same set of promoters (p1zfa1-d1, p1zfa3-d1, and p1zfa5-d1), leading to the orthogonality plot shown in Figure 3D . The on-target fold activities are all higher in the LZ-bridged version, with improvements ranging from slight to substantial (2.5 to 4.9; 2.5 to 2.8 and 1.7 to 6.0). The off-target activity also increased somewhat, with an average off-target fold activity of 0.8 (ranging from 0.7 to 0.9). It is interesting to note that what had been the poorest-performing activator (ZFA5-T7) in the direct-fusion version is now the best-performing activator (ZFA5-LZ2A + LZ2B-T7) in the LZ-bridged version. This result lends indirect support to the tethering hypothesis: ZFA5 showed strong binding to its target in repression assays, so its relatively poor activation upon recruitment through a direct fusion could be explained by a failure to allow promoter escape; this could be relieved by the LZ-bridged system, in which the strongly-bound ZFA5-LZ2A element can remain behind as the LZ2B-T7 element breaks the LZ2A-LZ2B association and proceeds to escape the promoter.
The performance of the system was further improved by placing all of the reporter promoters into a different plasmid backbone (pADCR5, see the spreadsheet provided in the Supplementary Information for full information); this new plasmid has the same antibiotic resistance but a reduced copy number, resulting in lower basal expression from the promoters. Figure 3E provides the final version of the iiT7 system's orthogonality results, showing fold activity values for constructs ZFA{1,3,4,5}-LZ2A, in each case co-expressed with LZ2B-T7 and tested against the full set of cognate promoters (p1zfa{1,3,4,5}-d1). On-target activations range from 6.3 to 45, with an average off-target fold activity of 1.3 (ranging from 0.9 to 1.8). This set of constructs represents a set of highly orthogonal transcriptional activators for use in genetic circuit designs in E. coli.
To explore how the choice of leucine zipper affected recruited activation levels, we created the remaining two additional leucine zipper bridged pairs of constructs, each fused to ZFA1: ZFA1-LZ1A + LZ1B-T7, and ZFA1-LZ3A + LZ3B-T7. The strength of the in vitro binding affinities of the LZ pairs increases with length (49), with the LZ1A-LZ1B pair having the weakest binding and LZ3A-LZ3B having the strongest. We examined the effect of varying the members of the LZ pairs, including 'mismatched' pairings, by testing co-expressed constructs representing the nine possible permutations of LZ pairs: ZFA1-LZ1A + LZ1B-T7; ZFA1-LZ1A + LZ2B-T7; ZFA1-LZ1A + LZ3B-T7; ZFA1-LZ2A + LZ1B-T7; ZFA1-LZ2A + LZ2B-T7; ZFA1-LZ2A + LZ3B-T7; ZFA1-LZ3A + LZ1B-T7; ZFA1-LZ3A + LZ2B-T7 and ZFA1-LZ3A + LZ3B-T7. The results are shown in Figure 4A The above results kept the DNA-binding domain ZFA1 fixed and varied the LZ domains. We also explored the interactions between the choices of the ZFA and the LZ domains, by keeping one side of the LZ pairs fixed at LZ2A, while varying the ZFA (among ZFA3, ZFA4, and ZFA5) as well as varying the other side of the LZ pair (among LZ1B, LZ2B, and LZ3B). This led to the following nine permutations of pairs of constructs: ZFA3-LZ2A + LZ1B-T7; ZFA3-LZ2A + LZ2B-T7; ZFA3-LZ2A + LZ3B-T7; ZFA4-LZ2A + LZ1B-T7; ZFA4-LZ2A + LZ2B-T7; ZFA4-LZ2A + LZ3B-T7; ZFA5-LZ2A + LZ1B-T7; ZFA5-LZ2A + LZ2B-T7 and ZFA5-LZ2A + LZ3B-T7. The results are shown in Figure 4B (left) as bar graphs to show the error bars, as well as (right) on a 3 × 3 grid to show the twodimensional pattern. One trend is that for every choice of LZ-T7 construct, the fold activities increase from ZFA3 to ZFA5 to ZFA4. A second trend is that the LZ2B-T7 construct gives the highest fold activities, for every choice of ZFA-LZ construct; LZ3B-T7 comes in second, and LZ1B-T7 gives the lowest fold activities. This is somewhat surprising given the previous results, where the LZ3B-T7 construct provided the highest fold activities (when paired with any of the ZFA1-LZ constructs). It is not currently clear why the best LZ pairing should vary with the choice of ZFA domain.
Growth rate curves were recorded during every experiment described above, and sample curves are presented in Supplementary Figure S11 , for several ZFA-LZ variants of the bridged iiT7 system, as well as for no-plasmid cells and cells expressing comparable levels of EGFP from a fully induced ptet promoter. Some slight slowing of growth rates was observed in some cases: the no-plasmid cells had 0.83 h doubling times, while expressing EGFP from plac increased the doubling time to 0.93 h, and the ZFA{1,3,4,5}-LZ constructs had doubling times of 0.82, 0.80, 0.95 and 0.83 h respectively. This suggests that the iiT7 system does not place a substantial burden on the host cells, beyond what normally results from reporter protein expression.
CONCLUSIONS
Our results show that an orthogonal set of synthetic transcription factors (with strong on-target and low off-target activity) can be constructed in E. coli, and this represents the first programmable activation system in bacteria of which we are aware, expanding the range of options available for transcriptional activity in bacteria and offering the prospect of employing the same class of recruitment-based approaches already available in eukaryotic organisms.
In our development of the iiT7 system, we used mutation of the T7 RNA polymerase and truncation of its wild-type pt7 promoter to impair the T7 RNAP's DNA binding capabilities, thus decoupling the T7 RNAP's promoter recognition and transcriptional initiation functions and enabling promoter recognition to be made dependent on an auxiliary DNA binding protein. A significant enhancement in performance was obtained by replacing covalent fusion between the DNA binding domains with protein-protein interactions (through our leucine zipper pairs), which further decoupled the DNA binding process from transcriptional initiation, and likely helped to facilitate promoter escape and transcript elongation.
After testing a range of variants and optimizing its performance, the best-functioning current form of the iiT7 system (as represented by the orthogonality plot in Figure 3E ) consists of the following: one protein fusion incorporating a DNA-binding domain fused to a leucine zipper (such as ZFA5-LZ2A); a second protein fusion incorporating a leucine zipper selected to form protein-protein interactions with the first construct and fused to a T7 RNAP (such as LZ2B-T7); and a promoter that incorporates both the DNA-binding target of the zinc finger array and a truncated T7 promoter sequence (such as p1zfa5-d1). Programming the system (creating new targets) involves swapping out the ZFA domains, and inserting the matching DNA binding se-quences into the promoter. Tuning of the resulting levels of activation may be accomplished by varying the choice of ZFA domains, LZ domains, or both. The number of permutations available for tuning could quickly get out of control, so our advice to designers seeking to use the system (especially if working without a high-throughput screening pipeline) would be to select a LZ pair and leave that fixed while exploring the activity levels resulting from varying just the ZFA domains; changes to the LZ domains can be brought in at a later stage if needed, to tweak the activity levels.
This two component phage-based RNAP system in bacteria begins to resemble transcription in eukaryotes, where transcription factors recruit core RNAPs to minimal promoters that have little activity or specificity in isolation. Interestingly, coincident with the preparation of this manuscript, Hillen et al. showed through crystallography that the human mitochondrial RNAP (a homologue of T7 RNAP) uses a mechanism very similar to the one we have developed here, where the mitochondrial transcription factor TFAM substitutes for the ZFAs in our system (70) . TFAM and the mitochondrial RNAP interact through alpha-helical domains strikingly similar to the leucine zippers we have used for the same purpose in our system (Supplementary Figure S8 ). It is comforting to have unintentionally converged on the same type of solution as billions of years of evolution. This convergence can also be used to inform future directions by suggesting that DNA melting can also be further decoupled from transcription in RNAP as the second mitochondrial transcription factor TFB2M assumed this role in the mitochondrial RNAP.
The iiT7 system offers a promising method for expanding the number of synthetic transcription factors available in bacterial contexts, with the large number of known ZFA and LZ components providing the basis for the modular construction of user-selected libraries of orthogonal components, each capable of high transcriptional activity upon recruitment. With further searching of the mutational space of the T7 polymerase, it may be possible to find a mutant with transcriptional activity in the absence of any element of the native T7 promoter, which would further simplify the system.
An interesting divergence in utility was discovered with the T7 RNAP HEP mutant. This mutant, while generally enhancing on-target expression from promoters based on the d1 truncation of the pt7 promoter sequence (with the exception of the ZFA1-T7(HEP) fusion) actually resulted in slightly decreased overall orthogonality due to a uniform increase in off-target activity ( Supplementary Figure S9) . Interestingly, the same data shows that the poor on-target activity of the ZFA1-T7(HEP) direct fusion was restored in the LZ-bridged version of the system: ZFA1-LZ2A + LZ2B-T7(HEP) had strong on-target activity, at a level nearly identical to that of its sibling ZFA2-LZ2A + LZ2B-T7(HEP). Understanding the relationship between ZFA domains and their interaction with fused and otherwise bound RNAPs requires further investigation.
Both the DNA-binding and the protein-protein interaction domains used here may be replaced with new variants: we have demonstrated a ZFA-based version of the system, but in principle any DNA-binding domain can be employed, including transcriptional-activator-like (TAL) effectors and dCas9. Separating the DNA-binding event from the recruitment through protein-protein interactions opens up the possibility of tuning or switching of the synthetic transcription factors' activity through the growing number of known methods of external protein-protein interaction modulation, including chemical and light induction (71, 72) . The split iiT7 complex could be built around polynucleotide and peptide scaffolds using modality-specific binding domains, acting as a sensor (73, 74) and allowing tunability for ultrasensitive responses (75) . The T7 RNAP polymerase is known to operate in eukaryotes (34) , opening the future possibility of creating synthetic transcription factors able to operate in either prokaryotes or eukaryotes. Though work remains to be done to fully develop the iiT7 design, this is an opportunity not only to test the universality of transcription design principles, but also to emulate the natural evolution of RNAPs from the simple single domain phage T7 to the modular and programmable polymerases of complex cells.
